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Ann Rule was working on the biggest story of her career, tracking the trail of victims left by a brutal

serial killer. Little did this future best-selling author know that the savage slayer she was hunting

was the young man she counted among her closest friends. Everyone's picture of a natural winner,

Ted Bundy was a bright, charming, and handsome man with a promising future as an attorney. But

on January 24, 1989 Bundy was executed for the murders of three young women - and had

confessed to taking the lives of at least thirty-five more women from coast to coast. Ann Rule, who

kept in constant contact with Bundy throughout the investigation, tells his story as no other person

can, capturing the essence of his magnetic power, unholy compulsion, and demonic double life.

Available for the first time on audio, this shocking true story is an unforgettable listening experience.

In an emotional reading, Rule tells us about Ted Bundy - the man she thought she really knew...the

stranger beside her.
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Excellent true-story about how the author actually worked right beside Ted Bundy at a Crisis Ctr in

WA. She had a dificult time believing he had another side to his personality. She is really good in

describing the women he murdered and how he did it. She is an excellent True Story crime author.

This book has been updated to her previous one and she has had many women contact her w/close

encounters w/Ted Bundy who were able to get away from him and not be one of his victims.



I came across this wonderfully compelling and dramatic book by chance--and I'm glad I did! I

remember hearing the stories about Ted Bundy and even recall when he was finally executed in late

1989. However, as with most people, I never knew the real story...the one that puts all the pieces

together and reveals the secrets behind this tragic series of events.I highly recommend this book. It

is perhaps more relevant today than it was when first published years ago. The author (and lastly

her daughter) add updates and postscripts that bring everything full circle many years after Ted

Bundy died a much deserved death in Florida's electric chair.No one will ever know the full depth of

Bundy's depravity but this book gives us a clear and concise understanding behind a true "real life

monster".

I enjoyed this book and would recommend. This author had a different perspective that most true

crime writers don't have, which made this book very unique. However, I became annoyed with all

the skipping around and not being written in chronological order. I also agree with other reviewers

that Ann was an enabler and fooled like the rest of Ted's women. I feel there was too much detail on

Ann's feelings of Ted and lacked crime scene details. I also wanted more information about Teds

victims and the reason behind the killings. I would read like to read another one of her books before

making my opinion on this author.

I wouldn't bother with a "pulp" crime writer like A. Rule, but a forensic phycologist recommended her

to me.A concerned mother and grandmother, Ms. Rule takes her deep obligations as woman, and

as Bundy's friend with fitting judiciousness. That to this day she is constantly pummeled by women

the world over in "love" with this "Stranger Beside" her is breathtaking. A great strength is her

jargon-free "no nonsense" tack: Ann is Salt-of-the-Earth, refreshing.One can't imagine a more

odious, unfailingly narcissistic, and manipulative man than Bundy whose every relationship was

founded upon pure manipulation.She believes Ted sane, to have had a "personalty disorder", and

only at the end of the text (last up-dated by her in 2000) does she briefly mention Bundy's

thanatophillia. "His reasoning was simplistic. What Ted wanted, Ted should have." "Bundy was a

liar." she writes. Still, she maintains compassion.Also at the end, agitation during Bundy's early life

is revealed in the home of a "Patriarchal breadwinner, the kind of man a family runs from when he

returns." This was the grandfather who shred his wife to tatters - the one man Bundy loved

unconditionally.Ted was a true killing machine - think of one worse than a Law major and student of

Psychology? A man with immense properties of renewal who confessed to his crimes only at the

eleventh hour, and only as a play to extend his own lifeÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦Women, and those who love



them will not rest easy after this volume. There are, however, pointers in how to save ourselves.

God have mercy that there are others like him somewhere. Terror pure and simple.

This is by far the best book ever written about Ted Bundy. I don't just mean about his crimes I mean

about his character. It was written through the eyes of a woman who was his close friend, a former

police woman, who worked the phones with him at the Seattle Crisis Center. Ann Rule had studied

abnormal psychology, yet she was completely fooled into thinking that Bundy was a kind, sensitive

and sincere man who respected women. This book chronicles her steadfast loyalty to him before

and after his arrestÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•when she couldn't believe 100% in his guilt, but confusingly

couldn't believe 100% in his innocence, tooÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•through to her realization that the Ted

Bundy she knew had never existed. It's an excellent book for those who have been in relationships

with sociopaths, and who are still trying to figure out what was true and what was a lie. The silver

lining is that after her book about Ted Bundy was published, Ann Rule's writing career took off. She

became the most popular true crime writer in the U.S.A. But she never forgot the victims. Her writing

was always fueled by a commitment to honoring them.

It's true crime and memoir and a first-hand look at a sociopath as he lives his version of a normal

life. Ann Rule is empathetic to Bundy, his victims, families and people who thought they knew him.

The book flows, and always kept my interest.She gives lots of facts, all in the context of Bundy and

others living their normal lives. Which makes the murders that much more shocking. There's a good

reason this is considered a genuine true crime classic. I recommend it to true crime readers, people

in the Northwest, and anyone that just wants a great read.

Ann Rule provides a comprehensive and sometimes rather intimate experience of profiling Ted

Bundy and giving an account of his crimes and capture. . . well . . . captures. Rule is a master and

pioneer of the craft of true crime and this makes you feel all the complex feelings she must have felt

with her unique connection to the murderer and criminal. A must-read for any fan of the genre.

It was a rollercoasters of emotions. I was angry at Ann for giving him the benefit of doubt in the start,

and it even crossed my mind that she had feelings for him. I was sad for Ted bc I don't believe

anything could have cured him. I even cried towards the end bc it was all over and I couldn't

imagines what he felt during his last moments, what his victims felt knowing they will never see their

loved ones again.
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